


"GLSEN's strategy is effective because there will always be 
people, mostly Christians, who don't use discretion when 
stating their beliefs about homosexual behavior," said 
Thompson. "It is our militancy when dealing with this 
issue that allows GLSEN to characterize Christians as the 
perpetuators of hatred toward LGBT students and their 
curriculum as necessary to combat this hatred." 

Thompson urges Christian teachers and students to avoid 
using derogatory terms to describe homosexuals and to 
even consider placing a pink triangle on their office or 
dorm room door to show that opposition to homosexuali
ty is not hatred. 

He urges parents to encourage their children to befriend 
someone who is gay but cautions that the child should be 
rooted in the Word of God and "secure in his or her beliefs 
about homosexuality." 

What Causes Homosexuality? 

In Chapter 6, Thompson discusses the various factors 
that can lead a person into a homosexual lifestyle and 
quotes Dr. Nicolosi on the importance of a child identify
ing with his same-sex parent. He notes that research has 
shown that a child's need for same-sex affirmation and 
identification are met, "the child's need to identify with 
his or her same-sex counterparts will lessen." He quotes 
Dr. Nicolosi, "We do not sexualize what we identify with; 
when we identify with someone, we are no longer sexu
ally attracted to them. It is always to the other-than-our
selves that we are drawn." 

Dr. Nicolosi observes that a child's relationship with his or 
her same-sex parent is generally the child's primary means 
of identification with and affirmation from his or her gender. 

According to Thompson, "Anything that creates a sense of 
disconnection between a child and his or her gender, con
sciously or unconsciously, can stifle gender identification 
and potentially create homosexual attractions." 

Thompson believes that those struggling with same-sex 
attractions can diminish or lose these feelings through non
sexual touch, surrogacy (substitute parenting) as well as 
camaraderie with members of the same gender. 

Coming Out Of The Ex-Gay Closet 

Thompson concludes his book by urging ex-gays to come 
out of the closet and proudly declare who they are. 

He notes that a hostile media, coupled with rejection from 
friends and family members often keeps ex-gays from speak
ing out about the freedom they have found through Jesus 
Christ or counseling. He observes: "I believe the most power
ful tool we have to garner acceptance of ourselves and our 
ideas is personal transparency before people whom we come 
in contact with daily. . . .  Change is possible. And it's time that 
those of us who have changed start to 'say so."' 
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